PRESS RELEASE ‐ FINAL

STEWART HOLNESS APPOINTED AS CEO OF ONEDOC
TO DRIVE SALES AND EXPANSION
LONDON – 06 October 2008. OneDoc, a provider of collaboration and compliance software, has
announced the appointment of Stewart Holness as its CEO. Holness joins the company as it is launching
release 2.0 of its collaboration solution with a brief to drive sales of the new product and to establish
OneDoc as a best of breed vendor in its market.

Commenting on his appointment, Stewart Holness said: “OneDoc 2.0 is an important step forward for
people using Word® and SharePoint® to work together on the same document at the same time. What
made me join the company is the fact that the technology and thinking is in place will that allow us to
become the de facto standard for document collaboration irrespective of authoring tool or repository.
Great opportunities like this are rare and I am already driving our activities and looking forward to the
progress and sales we will make in coming months.”

Holness moves into his new role having previously served as Marketing Director at Business
Objects, Vice President of International at Stanford Technology Group and as EVP International
for MicroStrategy. He has also served as CEO of Reqio, the product information management
vendor, prior to its acquisition and was founding CEO of Validis.com.

About OneDoc
OneDoc is a privately owned independent software company that provides collaboration and
compliance software. Our technology is based on the Microsoft platform, and makes multi‐user
editing and sharing of Microsoft Word and other documents safe and effortless whilst providing
a brilliantly simple compliance solution to help track the changes being made to the vast amount
of otherwise unconstrained and out of sight Word documents in your business.
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OneDoc has been in development for a number of years and is run by a talented team who has
helped build a number of great technology companies often at the forefront of a new market
sector. The business is based in Reading in the United Kingdom.
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